THE NEXT GENERATION LUNCHBOX
reheat

The patent-pending, multi-sided heating technology makes the
HeatsBox the fastest heating lunchbox in the world. The compact and modern design makes it the convenient and portable
solution for a hot meal anywhere within minutes.
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toast

cook

With HeatsBox an average meal can be
reheated, cooked or even toasted within within
15 minutes. Power is supplied by automotive 12V socket, electrical outlet with
transformer or an external battery pack
enabling unlimited flexibility.

Food Container

PP, aluminum, silicone
Food grade materials
85 W
12 V / 110 - 240 V
12 V
Multi-sided heating
75 °C / 167 °F
228 x 163 x 70 mm
leakproof
550 g / 1.21 lb
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HeatsBox and food container
can be customized

battery pack

d

Material:
Food Safety:
Power:
Input Voltage:
Working Voltage:
Technology:
Max. Temp.:
Ext. Dimensions:
Net Weight:

power
sources
transformer

automotive
12V socket

The sustainable, tailor-made inner dish
makes transport and storage easy with
optional compartment containers. The
aluminium inner dish and leakproof lid
keeps your food safe.
Material:
Lid:
Volume:
Net weight:
Ext. Dimensions:
Cleaning:

Aluminum (food grade)
LDPE (food grade)
800 ml / 27 oz
83 g / 0.18 lb
204 x 147 x 43 mm
Dishwaher safe

JOIN THE FOOD REVOLUTION!

Faitron Ltd. is a Swiss company focusing on
innovative mobile food solutions. Our goal is to
improve health and well-being through our
innovative product solutions.

Faitron’s patent-pending, game-changing heating technology is revolutionizing the mobile food industry. Years ago, before HeatsBox existed, two
friends noticed that most of their fellow students were eating cold food out
of everyday plastic boxes. Together they discovered that busy schedules
and tight budgets made it difficult to eat a hot and healthy meal on-the-go.

At Faitron we emphasize quality, design and
performance. With our patent-pending innovation, we have created the most efficient
portable heating technology available.

Faitron tackles these daily struggles through the development of HeatsBox,
the world’s fastest portable heating lunchbox. The key innovation inside
HeatsBox is Faitron’s patent-pending multi-sided heating technology.
It allows anyone the convenience and flexibility of having a healthy meal
anywhere and anytime within minutes.

• Patent-pending heating technology
• Temperature sensors avoid overheating
• Efficient multi-sided heating

Available in:

HeatsBox by Faitron has won the prestigious
2016 Swiss Kickstart Accelerator program, the
largest accelerator in Europe.
Independent market researchers prove the
global demand for HeatsBox.
Euromonitor USA Country Report 2016
“More than 36% of consumers prepare their
own meal and eat it away from home on
a regular basis.”

The world’s fastest
heating lunchbox
heats up
in 15 min

top &
12V - 240V
bottom heat
85W

portable

leakproof

Euromonitor China Country Report 2016
“Consumer’s increased health awareness and
the established habit of daily home-cooking
will ensure a stable volume growth for small
cooking appliances.”
Euromonitor Germany Country Report 2016
“The growing appreciation for healthy, homecooked meals will lead to a remarkable growth
of health promoting small cooking appliances.”
To inquire about business opportunities,
please contact us at:

business@faitron.com
www.faitron.com
Faitron Ltd.
Lerchenfeldstr. 3
9014 St. Gallen
Switzerland
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